
A first privately built Green Building Index
office in Sarawak

KUCHING: With a focus on advanced technology and innovation, Hock Seng Lee Bhd 
(HSL) is going for Green Building Index (GBI) certification for its new headquarters.

Located at the Kuching-Samarahan Expressway, HSL Tower will be one of eight 
GBI-certified buildings in Sarawak and the first privately built GBI office when 
completed next year.

“We want to be as progressive as possible in using advanced building techniques. This 
is the direction for the future, so we are showcasing what we can do by going for GBI 
certification,” HSL corporate affairs manager Shirley Loo said during a tour of the 
building.

The 10-storey HSL Tower will house the company’s new headquarters on its top six 
floors, while level four is designed as office suites for long-term lease.

Levels one to three will house La Promenade Mall, a services-oriented shopping 
centre with a supermarket, bank, pharmacy and restaurants among its tenants.

An artists impression of HSL Tower, which will be the first private office building 
in Sarawak to be Green Building Index-certified.

With the GBI certification, HSL Tower is estimated to be 20% more energy efficient.

“HSL Tower will be a showcase of our roots as a construction firm with specialities in 
advanced methods. It is a signpost of where we want to be as an innovative firm,” 
managing director Datuk Paul Yu said in a press release.

He said the building would be lined with greenery, with terraces of plants and trees on 
certain levels.

“These wraparound terraces constitute 25% of the overall floor area, providing a 
pleasant environment for the office,” Yu said.

General manager Ling Lai Kong said HSL Tower’s modern all-glass facade would 
achieve maximum efficiency in line with the GBI rating.

“We want to harvest natural light into our building while preventing heat build-up. To do 
this, we are using special ‘low-e’ glass which limits thermal transfer. As a result, we 
can reduce internal lighting and air-conditioner usage,” he said.

Sensors placed throughout the building will also optimise energy usage, while glazed 
light tubes on the ground floor will let light into the basement car park.

In addition, the building management has drawn up plans to inculcate “reduce, reuse 
and recycle” values into the workflow.

“We will engage with shoppers, retailers and residents on our Green Week events 
where we collect pre-loved items for charity and recycling,” Loo said.
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HSL Tower, which is currently under construction, will be the first private office building in Sarawak to be Green Building 
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